
Lecture #3:

The human voice
pathway to the soul



Voice from the past…

Jeremy Dutcher: ‘Mehcinut’ from album
‘Wolastoqiyik Lintuwakonawa’ (2018

Tobique First Nation, New Brunswick;  wax 
cylinder recordings from 1907;  Canadian 
Museum of History; blended with piano, 
electronics, percussion, strings, & voice; 
winner 2018 Polaris Prize



Mechanics of human voice

1) respiration – diaphragm/chest  column of air through trachea
2) phonation – generate pitch, larynx, muscle & bones, two flaps of skin 

(cords) apart when we breathe or whisper, together to create pitch: 
length & stiffness of folds, pressure;

3) resonance – sinus cavity, skull, trachea
4) articulation – tongue, lips, & jaw, larynx, velum

voice = energy + vibration + resonator

Singing: the act of producing musical sounds with the 
voice and augments regular speech using sustained 
tonality, rhythm, & a variety of vocal techniques.

Why don’t we like hearing our own voice?



Waveforms and power spectra for three syllables sung 
at 325 Hz (E above middle C)

Ah, Ee, Oo vocal cords vibrate, but so do 
our bones.  Hum with mouth closed 
sound travel directly through skull, not 
ear canal.  Chant “Om”, feel bones in 
head, sternum vibrate massage from 
inside; meditation creates white noise, 
cancels the outside;

Sound waves
& syllables



Vocal 
Range

falsetto 



Vocal range:  exploring the edges

Low end:  eg. 
Russian Choir 
Chorovaya
Akademia
‘Ancient Echoes’, 

human voice range 4 octaves:  Bass, Baritone, Tenor, Alto, Mezzo, Soprano 

High end:  eg. Opera, 
Kelly Sloan, Cocteau 

Twins (UK), Minnie 
Riperton (USA), 

Fairground Attraction 
(Scotland)  



What music do we hear all the time…?

The musicality of language: eg. question with pitch raise,  
answer  lower pitch; “accents” for meaning; musicality of 
regional accents (eg. eavesdrop in Italy). eg. Mandarin is a 
tonal language:  Ma or Mǎ depending on pitch 

Speech as music…

“Do you want to go to the park?” 



What is vibrato ?
 small cyclical variation or "wobble" in pitch or volume 
(eg. Pink Martini’s China Forbes ‘Let’s never stop falling in love’)

 vibrato at end of held note…  style? natural? 
 waiver in voice – vibrato with fast variation cycle:
 Edith Piaf
 David Sylvian* 
 Gord Downie
 Dolly Parton
 John Mann 
 Mary Margaret O’Hara*



Elements of a voice…
a) tone – head, sinus, throat
b) pitch – precise vs. waver or slide
c) ‘character’ or ‘feel’ of the words
d) dipthongs – syllable on two
e) breathiness vs. focused vs. reedy vs. leading (demo)
f) energy
g) physical form & body language
h) phrasing 
i) talk/sing
j) style of singing 
k) culture
l) language accent (eg. The Proclaimers)



Voice:  style & character

Style:  unique combination of vocal inflections, 
tone, etc. developed by artists, musical genres, 
creativity, & culture (eg. opera, jazz, folk, metal)

Character: individual ‘recipe’ of technique, 
guided by physical attributes, as well as 
emotional and artistic leanings; results in an 
overall impression or ‘character’ in voice;



Voices

earthy
Nana Vasconcelos, 
Pat Metheny & Lyle 
Mays: “Eustependa
Graca” from Wichita 
Falls’ (USA/Brazil /81)

sensual
Roberta Flack: ‘The first 
time ever I saw your face’ 
(E.MacColl), 1968 

energy
Nusrat Fateh Ali 
Khan: “Passion” by 
Peter Gabriel 
(UK/Pakistan, 1988)

open
Iarla O’Lionaird:  “On the day 
you were born” from ‘Invisible 
Fields’ (Ireland, 2004)

soaring
Joni Mitchell: “Help Me” 
from album ‘Court & 
Spark’ (Canada, 1975)

yearning
Milton Nascimento: 
‘San Vicente’ from 
‘Club Esquina’ 
(Brazil, 1970) 



Nana Vasconcelos / Lyle Mays / Pat Metheny
album ‘As Falls Wichita, So Falls Wichita Falls’



Lost in Iceland…
voice in my ear…  tracking things down in Reykavik!

Hjaltalin: ‘Feels like sugar’ 
from album ‘Terminal’

Singer:  Sigridur Thorlacius



The “character” of a voice
let’s listen to some different singers: what do you hear?

Kate Rusby (UK)

Tom Waits (USA)

Bjork (Iceland)

Paolo Nutini (Scotland)

Kate Bush (UK)

Nick Drake (UK)

Edie Brickell (USA)

Brad Roberts (Canada)

Emiliana Torrini
(Iceland/Italy)

Joanna Newsom (USA)
voice: “sounded like it was soaked in a vat of bourbon, left hanging in the smokehouse for a 
few months, and then taken outside and run over with a car"



Opera
Ears: ladybug on a leaf  rocket launch!    
range of 20 – 110 dB (decibels) heard as 8:1 
loudest sound Krakatoa volcano (1883)

Wagner’s ring cycle: 110 dB (OHSA <90 dB); 
Opera singers: 70 – 90 dB scotoma or ‘deaf 
spot’ at 4000 KHz (lose high harmonics, timbre)

Opera: Italian for ‘work’ – form of theatre in which music has a 
leading role and the parts are taken by singers; unique “style” 
of singing (dramatic, vibrato, slides, fluttering, etc.)



Vocal music: the birth of harmony
<1000 yrs A.D.
monophonic, or 
‘same voiced’ with 
one melody line or 
voice; 4th century 
Plainsong, 6th century 
Pope Gregory: ‘a 
prayer on pitch’; Asia 
& Middle-East 
rhythm added 

1000 – 1600 A.D. 
polyphonic or 
contrapuntal ‘note 
against note; 2 or 
more melodic lines, 
each with its own 
rhythm, often in 4th

& 5th intervals; 
cathedrals, in art, 
perspective; 

1600 – 1750 A.D. 
homophonic: 
single melody with 
chords, harmony; 
eg. piano  built 
into chamber 
music; polyphonic 
in fugue

1750 - present 
homophonic music 
melody with harmony 
and interplay 
increasing complexity in 
harmony, rhythm & 
musical colour (eg. 
Berlioz ‘Symphonie
Fantastique’ 1830) 



Choir!
Canada: 28,000 choirs, half = church

10% of population sang within last year

Size: range from trio to choir of 1000 for Mahler’s 
8th Symphony (what is optimum?)

Singing: physical, emotional, & social immuno-
globulin, lowered cortisol, increase serotonin, 
dopamine, oxytocin, deep breathing

Musica Intima (Vancouver) choir singing  
‘Going Home’ music by A.Dvorak’s New 
World Symphony #4 from the album ‘Clear’



Psychology of singing
Naked!  it’s difficult to “hide” your emotions singing, impact of “nerves” Use of a 
microphone (breathy & subtle sounds vs. fill the theatre!);  

Physical – Univ. Frankfurt observed higher immunoglobulin (antibody) after 1-hour 
choir singing;  increase endorphins, serotonin, dopamine, lower cortisol, lungs get a 
workout, burn 100 calories/hour; vibration in body; posture

Emotional – release of endorphins, lowers stress levels by reducing cortisol in body; 
increases blood-flow to brain: alertness, concentration & memory;  therapeutic for 
people with dementia;

Social – building confidence; safety in choir, group dynamics & working on common 
goal, artistic and spiritual benefit from creating something “special” and ephemeral; 



Vocal harmony I
1960’s and 1970’s – “it sounds good, but I don’t know why?”  Popular music 
embraced vocal harmony in the lead voices eg. Beatles ‘Nowhere Man’

Music Theory:  sing different notes from melody, usually within the same chord to 
emphasize harmony; 4th & 5th primitive, 3rd and 6th intervals best, major 2nd vs. 
minor 2nd; harmony notes chosen by the ‘arranger’ or ‘by ear’ (eg. Eliza Carthy)

Number of voices in harmony:  
2-part – Everly Bros, Simon & Garfunkel, Ian/Sylvia, ABBA, Kings of Convenience
3-part – Peter, Paul & Mary, Kingston Trio, Beatles
4-part – Mamas & Papas, The Association, Eagles, Manhattan Transfer
More than 4-part?  eg. 6-part harmony Eric Whitacre ‘Sleep’



Vocal harmony II
Hearing harmony – the ear usually tunes into the highest harmony line as the melody, and 
will ‘carry the torch’ of the lead voice into a chorus;

Singing “soft” to blend – changes harmonics and sweetens the sound

Same voice harmonies – clear and true, but not as strong as multi-person harmony (eg. 
Queen, Sarah Slean)

Male & female vocal harmony – sing in different frequency range, but our ear blends 
together

We are family! – siblings share similarity of voice timbre gives special resonance, even if 
male / female (Carpenters, BeeGees, Rankin Family)



Le Mystere de Voix Bulgares

‘Flutes’ by Bulgarian State Radio & TV State 
Female Choir, from album ‘Le Mystere des 
Voix Bulgares Vol.I and II (1986, 1988)’
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 Bulgarian Radio & TV Choir (1952)
 folk songs of Bulgaria, country life
 traditionally: solo or duet
 1950’s arranged for choir, 1988 “hit”

 complex harmony & rhythm
 open-throated singing w. ornamentation
 use of micro-tones (1/4 tones)
 harmonies “ring” like a bell, earthy, energy!



Ornamentation

Melisma:  singing different notes on single syllable; eg. 
Easter Hymn, Gospel  Stevie Wonder, 1984; Deniece
Williams, Whitney Houston, popular in 1990’s

"Songbird Supreme" by the Guinness World 
Records, she is noted for her five-octave vocal 
range, power, melismatic style, and signature 
use of the whistle register.

+

Mariah Carey

Melisma: The Dirty Loops (Sweden) version of “Rolling in the Deep” by Adele 



Ornamentation
Trills: grace notes, flourish, intonation, rhythmic, end phrase

Solas
(Ireland):

Karen Casey ‘The wind 
that shakes the barley’ 

Marta Sebastian
(Hungary) 

‘Szerelem, szerelem’

Ekova
(France/MiddleEast)

Dierdre Dubois
‘Temoine’

Iarla O Lionaird
(Ireland) 

‘I’m weary of lying 
alone’



The “character” of a voice
let’s listen to some different singers: what do you hear?

Kate Rusby (UK)

Tom Waits (USA)

Bjork (Iceland)

Paolo Nutini (Scotland)

Kate Bush (UK)

Nick Drake (UK)

Edie Brickell (USA)

Brad Roberts (Canada)

Emiliana Torrini
(Iceland/Italy)

Joanna Newsom (USA)
voice: “sounded like it was soaked in a vat of bourbon, left hanging in the smokehouse for a 
few months, and then taken outside and run over with a car"



Primal scream
Screaming is primal. Like music itself, it touches us deep 
within, it goes beyond words, it releases the otherwise 
inexpressible;  Some operas have notated a ‘scream’ in the 
music, but normally sung in a musical way; “Screaming is 
bad for the voice, but it's good for the heart” (C.Oberst).

Beatles: John 
Lennon“Twist & 
Shout” (1962)

The Doors: Jim 
Morrison “Light 
my fire” (1967) 
on Ed Sullivan

Bjork & 
R.Amador

“So Broken” 
(2007)

The Who: Roger 
Daltrey “Won’t get 
fooled again (1971)

Peter Gabriel: 
“Rhythm of the 
Heat” (1982)



‘Great gig in the sky’ by Pink Floyd (R.Wright) 
from album ‘The Dark Side of the Moon’ – vocal 
by singer Clare Torry (1973)

Primal scream:  wailing



What makes a great singer?
 tone (head, vibration)
 character
 pitch & tuning
 meaning of words
 honesty 
 how it suits the music
 dynamics
 physical presence
 energy
 style
 humanity

What singer do you really love…?
“I love effortless”

Lisa Webber
singer & voice teacher



Górecki: “Symphony of Sorrowful Songs”

Górecki : Symphony #3, II Movement, by London 
Sinfonietta with Dawn Upshaw, soprano (1988)



Thank you!
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